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Alpha correlations in terms of the hyper-Pfaffian
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Abstract. We find that the overlap between alpha-like four-body condensation wave function and m-scheme
basis state can be represented by the hyper-Pfaﬃan, which is a natural extension of the Pfaﬃan for the paircondensation wave function. This overlap is useful for nuclear structure calculations with the variational Monte
Carlo method. As the hyper-Pfaﬃan has, however, only a few mathematical relations, it is quite diﬃcult to use
for numerical computations. We also find that a specific case of hyper-Pfaﬃan can be expressed by the sum of
standard Pfaﬃans.

1 Introduction

where the sum regarding m is estimated by the Monte
Carlo sampling. The local energy E L (m) is defined as

The alpha states for C and O have been studied over a halfcentury. On the other hand, alpha-like correlation or quartet structure in the shell model calculations has also been
discussed, for example, Ref. [1]. The alpha-like fournucleon correlations have been discussed in Refs. [2, 3]
with the closure approximation. Recently renewed interests have been paid to such quartet structures in the nuclear
shell model by N. Sandulescu and his collaborators [4–6]
with the use of recursion relations.
Recently the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method
with the pair-condensate trial state has been applied to
fermion many-body systems [7, 8], including the nuclear
shell model [9, 10]. The VMC trial wave function with the
pair-condensation state is given as
( ∑
)n
1
† †
fi j ci c j |0⟩
|Ψ ⟩ =
2
2n

(1)

where c† ’s are nucleon creation operators, n is the number of pairs and |0⟩ is the fermion vacuum. The overlap
between this pair-condensate wave function and the mscheme basis |m⟩, which is defined as |m⟩ = c†m1 · · · c†m2n |0⟩,
is shown by
(2)
⟨m|Ψ2n ⟩ = n!P f ( f˜)
where P f is the Pfaﬃan. (For its detail, see [9, 10] for
example.) Note that the Pfaﬃan has been recently studied in the overlap between the HFB wave functions, for
examples, [11–13].
The energy by the VMC is formulated as
E=

∑

ρ(m)E L (m),

m
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(3)

E L (m) =

∑
m′

hm,m′

⟨m′ |ϕ⟩
.
⟨m|ϕ⟩

(4)

The Monte Carlo sampling is carried out with the probability density ρ(m), defined by
|⟨m|ϕ⟩|2
,
(5)
ρ(m) = ∑
2
m |⟨m|ϕ⟩|
∑
where ρ(m) ≥ 0 and m ρ(m) = 1. Thus, what we need to
evaluate the energy, is the overlaps ⟨m|ϕ⟩. If we obtain the
gradient vector regarding the parameters contained in the
trial state, we can perform the energy minimization with
the Monte Carlo method. In this formulation, the complicated matrix element of the Hamiltonian between the two
trial states is not explicitly needed. Therefore we focus on
the overlap matrix element hereafter.

2 Quartet-condensate wave function and
hyper-Pfaffian
In this work, we extend the pair-condensate wave function
to the quartet-condensate wave function as
)n
( ∑
1
4n
† † † †
|Ψ ⟩ =
f pqrs c p cq cr c s |0⟩
(6)
4!

where n is the number of quartets. We found [14] that
the overlap between this quartet–condensate wave function and m-scheme basis, |m⟩ = c†m1 · · · c†m4n |0⟩, can be expressed by the hyper-Pfaﬃan as
n


 ∑
†
†
†
†
4n

⟨m|Ψ ⟩ = ⟨m| 
f pqrs c p cq cr c s  |0⟩ = n!P f [4] ( f )
p<q<r<s

(7)
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where the P f [k] is the hyper-Pfaﬃan by Jean-Gabriel
Luque and Jean-Yves Thibon [15]. It is defined for
fully anti-symmetric tensor Mi1 ,··· ,ik ( Miσ (1),··· ,iσ (k) =
sgn(σ)Mi1 ,··· ,ik for any permutation σ) as,

For k = 4, n = 2,
Pf [4] ( f ) =
−

f1234 f5678 − f1235 f4678 + f1236 f4578
f1237 f4568 + f1238 f4567 + f1245 f3678

−

f1246 f3578 + f1247 f3568 − f1248 f3567

(8)
where permutation σ is restricted with the following condition as,

+

f1267 f3458 − f1268 f3457 + f1278 f3456

{σ ∈ Skn |σ(k(i − 1) + 1) < · · · < σ(ki)),
σ(k(p − 1) + 1) < σ(kp + 1)),
1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1}.
(9)

−

Pf [k] (M) ≡

Skn,k

∑

sgn(σ)

σ∈Skn,k

≡

n
∏

Mσ(k(i−1)+1),σ(k(i−1)+2),··· ,σ(ki)

+

i=1

−
+
−
+
+

In the Appendix, we show two examples. The hyperPfaﬃan has been very recently studied by several mathematicians [15–18]. Eq.(7) with this hyper-Pfaﬃan is a
natural extension of the usual Pfaﬃan form. In general
k-body condensation corresponds to the k-th order hyperPfaﬃan. However, the hyper-Pfaﬃan has, unfortunately,
only a few mathematical relations, unlike the Pfaﬃan.
Next, we try to find useful relations by assuming the
following form as
( ∑
)n
4n
π ν 1
π† π† ν† ν†
⟨m|Ψ ⟩ = ⟨m m |
f pqrs c p cq cr c s |0⟩ (10)
4

−

f1256 f3478 − f1257 f3468 + f1258 f3467
f1345 f2678 + f1346 f2578 − f1347 f2568
f1348 f2567 − f1356 f2478 + f1357 f2468
f1358 f2467 − f1367 f2458 + f1368 f2457
f1378 f2456 + f1456 f2378 − f1457 f2368
f1458 f2367 + f1467 f2358 − f1468 f2357
f1478 f2356 − f1567 f2348 + f1568 f2347
f1578 f2346 + f1678 f2345 .

(14)

As n increases, the number of terms explosively increases.
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Appendix: Example of the hyper-Pfaffian

Here we show two examples of the hyper-Pfaﬃan. For the
k = 4, n = 1,
[ ]
(13)
Pf [4] f = f1234 ,

2

